# How to Get to Ulm and to the University

## From Stuttgart Airport

**By rental car** Distance is about 75 km, ride takes about 60 minutes. 
Get on Autobahn A 8 direction München, change at exit Ulm West to Bundesstraße B 10 with direction Ulm, Friedrichshafen. Leaving this road at the second exit leads you to Universität / Wissenschaftsstadt. At the first traffic light turn left to reach Albert-Einstein-Allee.

**By train**
Take S-Bahn S3 to Stuttgart main station (25 min). The train (preferably ICE, IC, EC or IR) takes you to Ulm (55 min). Timetable [http://bahn.hafas.de/bin/query.exe/en](http://bahn.hafas.de/bin/query.exe/en)

## From Munich Airport

**By rental car** Distance is about 160 km, ride takes about 1h 40 minutes. 
Get on Autobahn A 8 direction Stuttgart, change at exit Ulm West to Bundesstraße B 10 with direction Ulm, Friedrichshafen. Leaving this road at the second exit leads you to Universität / Wissenschaftsstadt. At the first traffic light turn left to reach Albert-Einstein-Allee. Note: Public Parking is limited (watch out for “Kurzzeitparkplätze” or “Parkhaus Helmholtzstr.” – 5 Euro / day)

**By train**
Take S-Bahn S8 to Munich main station (40 min). The train (preferably ICE, IC, EC or IR) takes you to Ulm (1h 10 min). Timetable: [http://bahn.hafas.de/bin/query.exe/en](http://bahn.hafas.de/bin/query.exe/en)

## From Frankfurt Airport

**By rental car** Distance is about 280 km, ride takes about 2 hrs 30 minutes. 
Due to heavy traffic we do not recommend to travel by rental car.

**By train** Follow the DB Bahn sign to the train station. The train to Ulm takes about 2 hours 15 minutes. There are direct connections to Ulm as well as connections where you might have to change trains in Mannheim and / or Stuttgart. Timetable: [http://bahn.hafas.de/bin/query.exe/en](http://bahn.hafas.de/bin/query.exe/en)

## By Public Bus from Ulm Train Station to the University

From outside Ulm railway station get on bus number 3 at the bus stop across the street. The direction is Wissenschaftsstadt / Universität. During the day buses leave every 10 minutes, the ride takes about 15 minutes. Buy a ticket from the ticket machine or from the bus driver. On campus there are several bus stops:

- **Universität Süd** main building (“Mensa” = cafeteria / sciences / computer science)
- **Botanischer Garten** institutes and central administration located at Helmholtzstraße
- **Staudingerstraße** International Office / Admissions Office / Central Student Counselling
- **Kliniken Oberer Eselsberg** University Hospitals (Internal Medicine, Surgery), Federal Armed Forces Hospital (“BWK”)
- **Uni West** Engineering / Psychology
- **Fachhochschule** Ulm University of Applied Sciences, DaimlerChrysler Research Center